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Abstract
Background
Confounding is an important challenge in non-randomized studies. It is particularly present in
observational studies such as pharmacoepidemiological investigations because medications are given on
k o ledge of the patie t’s o ditio . Among the methods available to control for confounding,
propensity scores are frequently used. A propensity score represents the probability to be treated
conditional on observed covariates. The high-dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) is one important
application of the propensity score. It is an algorithm for semi-automated confounding control in
healthcare databases. Applications of the hd-PS in literature show that generally acknowledged
restrictions on the number of variables included in a prediction model are often not considered.
Therefore, in many instances, results and conclusions based on over-fitted propensity score models
were reported.
Objective
Our objective was first to assess the impact of over-fitting of propensity score models when estimating
true underlying probabilities to receive treatment and second, how inaccuracies in these estimates
translate to erroneous estimates of treatment effects. In particular it was questioned if inaccurate
estimation of the propensity score due to over-fitted model leads to considerable bias or inflation of
variance in estimating the treatment effect on a typically binary outcome.
Methods
Comprehensive simulation studies on the impact of over-fitting propensity score models in a logisticregression framework were conducted.
The degree of over-fitting of a propensity score model is indicated by the ratio between the number of
individuals (respectively number of treated or untreated) and the number of covariates in the
considered prediction model.
Assuming a prevalence of treatment of 0.5, the number of individuals per covariate were set to
and
. Within the simulation study, the estimated propensity score for an individual was
o pa ed ith its t ue u de l i g p o a ilit to e ei e t eat e t, as gi e
the i di idual’s o se ed
covariates and predefined regression coefficients. The treatment effect was estimated by ordinary
logistic regression considering deciles of the estimated propensity score as adjustment variables,
matching on the propensity score as well as by marginal structural modelling with weighting by the
inverse of the propensity score. The performance in estimating treatment effects was evaluated by the
bias, the standard error (SE) and the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the estimator.
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Results
There is a considerably imprecision in estimation of the propensity score if the ratio between the
number of treated (or untreated) and the number of covariates in the propensity score is low (<=10).
Over-fitting of the propensity score model revealed in no measurable bias in the treatment effect
estimation. However, due to a substantially inflated variance of the estimator, a considerably high mean
squared error (MSE) in estimation of treatment effects was observed when using over-fitted
propensities scores for adjustment purpose.
Conclusion
Over-fitting of propensity scores should be avoided in order to facilitate reliable estimates of treatment
effects. Researchers should be cautious when the number of predictors is high relative to the number of
treated or untreated individuals in the propensity score model.
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Résumé
Contexte
Le bias de confusion est un défi majeur dans les études non-randomisées. Il est particulièrement présent
dans les études observationnelles telles que les études pharmaco-épidémiologiques (études de
l’utilisatio et des effets des médicaments sur une grande population) parceque les médicaments sont
prescrits connaissant l’état de santé du patient. Parmis les méthodes disponibles pour controler ces
facteurs de confusion, on retrouve le score de propension. Un score de propension représente la
probabilité pour un individu de recevoir un traitement conditionnellement aux covariables observées. Le
score de propension de grande dimension (SPGD) est une application importante du score de
p ope sio . C’est u algo ith e semi-automatisé de controle de confusion des bases de données de
santé. Les applications du score de propension dans la littérature montrent que généralement, les
restrictions concernant le nombre de variables à inclure dans le modèle de prédiction ne sont pas
souvent prises en compte. Par conséquent, dans de nombreux cas, les résultats et les conclusions
fondées sur des modèles de score de propension trop ajustés ont été signalés.
Objectif
Notre objectif était d’a o d d’é alue l’i pa t du su -ajustement des modèles de score de propension
lo s de l’esti atio des vraies probabilités sous-jacentes de recevoir un traitement et ensuite comment
l’i e a titude de ces estimations se traduit par des estimations erronées des effets traitements. En
particulier, il est uestio de sa oi si l’esti atio i exacte du score de propension dû à un modèle surajusté conduit à un biais considérable ou à u e aug e tatio de la a ia e da s l’esti atio de l’effet
traitement sur une variable réponse typiquement binaire.
Méthode
Des études de simulations su l’i pa t des odèles de score de propension sur-ajustées dans le cadre
d’u e égression logistique ont été realisées.
Le degré de sur-ajustement du modèle du score de propension est indiqué par le ratio entre le nombre
d’i di idus espe ti e e t le o
e de patie ts t aités ou non traités) et le nombre de covariables
dans le modèle de prédiction considéré.
En supposant une prévalence du traitement égal à . , le o
e d’i di idus pa o a ia le était de 5,
10, 20, 50 et
. Da s l’étude de simulation, le score de propension estimé pour un individu a été
comparé à sa vraie probabilité sous-jacente de recevoir le traitement étant donné ses covariables
observés et ses coefficients de régression prédéfinis. L’effet t aitement a été estimée par régression
logistique ordinaire considérant le score de propension rangé en dé iles. L’effet t aite e t a aussi été
estimée par un modèle structural marginal avec pondé atio pa l’i e se du s o e de p ope sio et pa
matching sur le score de propension estimé. Da s l’esti atio des effets t aite e t la pe fo a e a
été évaluée pa le iais, l’e eu sta da d “E et l’e eu uad ati ue o e e RM“E de l’esti ateu .
4

Résultats
Il ’a u e i p écision considérable dans l’esti atio du s o e de p ope sio si le appo t e t e le
nombre de sujets traités (ou non traités) et le nombre de covariables dans le modèle de score de
propension est faible (<=10). Le sur-ajustement du modèle du score de propension a révélé un biais
négligea le da s l’esti atio de l’effet t aite e t. Toutefois, e
aiso d’u e aug e tatio
considé a le de la a ia e de l’esti ateu , u e erreur quadratique moyenne très élevée a été observée
da s l’esti atio des effets t aite e t lo s de l’utilisation des scores de propension sur-ajustés.
Conclusion
Le surajustement des scores de propension doit être évité afi de fa ilite l’esti atio fia le de l’effet
traitement. Les chercheurs doivent faire preuve de prudence lorsque le nombre de prédicteurs est élevé
par rapport au nombre de sujets traités ou non traités dans le modèle du score de propension
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Context and objectives
The propensity score-based analysis is an advanced method of dealing with confounding in nonrandomized studies. Confounding of treatment effect estimates occurs when a factor is associated with
the treatment assignment and at the same time is related to outcome. The propensity score for an
individual is the probability of receiving the experimental treatment (as compared to the control
treatment), conditional on the i di idual’s o a iate alues. The propensity score can be used to balance
the covariate distributions between the interesting comparison groups of a study (treated/untreated or
exposed/unexposed), and thus reduce bias potentially caused by the considered covariates D’Agosti o
1998).
Popular propensity score approaches are either adjustment for the propensity score in context of
multivariable modelling, matching on the propensity score o usi g the i e se of a i di idual’s
propensity score as weight within the framework of marginal structural models (Austin and Mamdani
2006). Marginal structural models are a relatively new class of causal models in which the model
parameters are estimated through inverse-probability-of-treatment weighting approach. These models
allow for appropriate adjustment for confounding (Hernán, Brumback, and Robins 2000).
In literature, over-fitting can occur in application of the propensity score (Cepeda et al. 2003; Stürmer et
al. 2005). It occurs in studies where there are too few patients relative to the number of covariates. This
is a particular problem when analysing large data bases as for example when using high dimensional
propensity score to automate confounding control in distributed medical product safety surveillance
systems (Rassen and Schneeweiss 2012). The high dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) is an algorithm
that identifies a large number of potential confounders in claims databases, eliminates covariates with
very low prevalence and minimal potential for causing bias, and then uses propensity score techniques
to adjust for a large number of target covariates (Schneeweiss S. 2009). There are some problems which
occur with the hd-PS. Since the algorithm recodes every single count variable into three binary variables,
the number of estimated parameters in the propensity score model considerably increases. The choice
between selected covariates within the hd-PS in literature varies between 200 and 500 variables (Rassen
et al. 2011). However, as shown in previous simulation studies (Peduzzi et al. 1996), the ratio of number
of events (treated or untreated) to estimated parameters in the logistic regression model should exceed
10 in order to achieve reliable effect estimates (with acceptable standard errors). These requirements,
however, were not satisfied in a number of previously published studies (Rassen et al. 2011; Rassen,
Avorn, and Schneeweiss 2010; Cepeda et al. 2003).
Our objective was therefore first to assess the impact of over-fitting of propensity score models when
estimating true underlying probabilities to receive treatment and second, how inaccuracies in these
estimates translate to erroneous estimates of treatment effects. In particular it was questioned if
inaccurate estimation of the propensity score due to over-fitted model leads to considerable bias or
inflation of variance in estimating the treatment effect on a typically binary outcome.
13

In chapter 2, we present the propensity score and methods how this score can be used to address
confounding in common treatment effect studies. In chapter 3, we describe the design of an extensive
Monte-Carlo simulations study to investigate to which extend over-fitting of propensity score models
leads to inaccurate estimated propensity scores and their consequences on the estimation of treatment
effect estimate. In chapter 4, we describe the results of the effect of over-fitting on correct estimation of
the propensity score and performance evaluation of treatment effect estimates.
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Chapter 2: Propensity score

2.1 Propensity score model
Non-randomized studies on treatment or exposure effects refer to a diverse group of studies that
evaluate interventions or exposures which were allocated to individuals by unknown, but certainly nonrandom, assignment processes. In randomized experiments, the results in the two treatment groups
(treated and untreated) may often be directly compared because their units are likely to be similar,
whereas in non-randomized experiments, such direct comparisons may be misleading because the units
exposed to one treatment generally differ systematically from the units exposed to the other treatment
(Rosenbaum 1983). Multivariable analysis is the most commonly used analytic method for dealing with
confounding in non-randomized designs. Other advanced methods of dealing with confounding in nonrandomized studies include propensity score analysis and instrumental variable analysis.
The use of propensity scores is a two-stage process: the development of the score model and the use of
the score for adjusting for covariate differences. Propensity scores combine a large number of possible
confounders into a single variable. In Epidemiology, a confounder refers to a variable that is
prognostically linked to the outcome of interest and is unevenly distributed between the study groups:
treated/non-treated or exposed/unexposed (figure 1). To calculate the propensity score first one has to
identify those variables that influence study group membership (e.g., demographic characteristics,
disease severity). The variables that influence group membership are then entered into a logistic model
estimating the likelihood of being in a particular group. A logistic model will yield a propensity score for
each subject ranging from 0 to 1. The score is the estimated probability of being in one of the both
groups (generally it is the treated group), o ditio al o a eighted s o e of that su je t’s alues o the
set of variables used to create the score. Rosenbaum and Rubin (Rosenbaum 1983) introduced the
propensity score for subject
as the conditional probability of assignment to a particular
treatment
versus control
given a vector of observed covariates,
:

To understand the strength of propensity scores, one may consider two subjects with identical
propensity scores, one who received the intervention and one who did not. If one assumes that the
propensity score is based on all those factors that would affect the likelihood of receiving an
intervention, then one can consider the assignment of the cases to be essentially random (Rubin 1997).
Even if the propensity score is based on all of the factors known to influence group assignment, there
remains the possibility that there are unknown confounders. If one could include these unknown
confounders, they would change the propensity score. Therefore, two subjects with the same
propensity score may not have the same likelihood of being in either group if the propensity score
model is misspecified D’Agosti o
.
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Since the propensity score corresponds to a conditional probability, different approaches can be used
for estimation. The most commonly used statistical method for estimating the propensity score is binary
logistic regression.

2.1.1 Logistic regression model
The logistic regression model is a model in which the response variable is dichotomous and coded 0
and 1. In this model, the expected value is simply the conditional probability that takes the value 1
for an individual with covariate realizations
.
This could be modelled as an ordinary linear model:
)

(

Here it is assumed that
are independent. As the predicted probability must satisfy
,
the probability is replaced by the logit transformation of the probability,
. The observed
values of
do not follow a normal distribution with mean , but rather a Bernoulli or binomial
where:

distribution. The model becomes:






is the th explanatory variable (

);

is the estimated value of the true probability that the variable takes the value 1;
is the estimated constant term;
are the estimated logistic regression coefficients.

The logit of the probability is simply the log of the odds of the event of interest. In a logistic regression
model, the parameter
associated with explanatory variable
is commonly interpreted after
transforming to
, whichis the relative change of the odds that
when
increases by ,
conditional on the other explanatory variables remaining the same. Therefore,
refers to the
odds ratio.
For subject , the estimated propensity score is given by:

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂ are the estimated of the regression coefficients. When there are missing values in
where ̂
covariates, one can use the EM algorithm to estimate propensity scores.
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2.1.2 The EM-algorithm
The EM (Expectation-Maximization) -algorithm is an alternative procedure for computing the maximum
likelihood estimator when only a subset of the data is available. The first proper theoretical study of the
algorithm was done by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (A.P. Dempster N.M Laird 1977).
Let
be a sample with conditional density
given
. The log-likelihood
function is given by
. It is assumed that the data consists of observed variables
and unobserved (missing or latent variables)
so that
. With
this notion the log-likelihood function for the observed data is
.
∫
The problem here is that when maximizing the likelihood a complete integral is required. One might not
be able to find a closed form expression for
. To maximize
with respect to the idea
is to do an iterative procedure where each iteration has two steps, called the -step and the -step. Let
denote the estimate of after the th step. Then the two steps in the ( +1)th iteration are:
-step: Compute ( |

)

.

-step: Maximize ( |
argmax
. This procedure is
) with respect to and put
iterated until it converges. Given the description just showed above, a reasonable convergence test
would be to check if the increase of
between successive iterations is smaller than some
tolerance parameter, and to declare convergence if the EM-algorithm is not considerably improving
anymore.
Generally, the EM-algorithm works best when the fraction of missing information is small and the
dimensionality of the data is not too large.

2.1.3 Variables in the propensity score
Once the propensity score is created, it can be used to adjust for covariate differences in four different
ways: matching, stratification, as a covariate in a multivariable analysis, and as a method for weighting
observations Rose au
; Ru i
; D’Agosti o
. Two important questions arise with
regard to how to calculate propensity scores: what variables to include in a propensity score and how to
assess the adequacy of propensity scores.
It might seem sufficient to include only those variables that are associated with both the treatment and
the outcome. After all, if a variable is not a confounder then its inclusion in the propensity score is not
likely to improve the adjustment for differences between the two groups (Katz 2010). Missing a
confounder is a much more relevant problem than including a variable that is associated with group
membership but is not with the outcome.
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Figure 1: Graph representing confounding variables.

Confounders

Treatment

Outcome

In figure 1, boxes represent variables and arrows represent directed effects. If one can remove the
confounder to the treatment arrow, one can remove the effect of confounding. Patients with equivalent
probabilities of treatment will not induce a confounder to treatment association.

2.1.4 Adequacy of the propensity score: the ROC curve
Once propensity score is calculated using those variables that differ between the groups, one desired
property of the score is the ability of the propensity score to differentiate those who received the
intervention from those who did not. To assess how well the propensity score differentiates those who
receive the intervention from those who do not, one can use the area under the receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curve AUC (Petrie and Sabin 2009), which is also referred as the concordance index
(c-index) (Katz 2006). An AUC value of 0.5 indicates that the model does not distinguish any better than
chance. The maximum is one. The higher the c-index, the better the model is at distinguishing the two
groups. A ROC curve can be constructed by plotting the sensitivity of the propensity score (in predicting
who received the intervention) on the -axis (true positive rate) and (1-specificity) on the -axis (false
positive rate).
Figure 2 shows an example of a single ROC curve from a propensity score model. In this model one have
a sample with 500 individuals. There are 100 predictors and no interactions and the area under the
curve represents the probability that a randomly selected treated individual will have a higher
propensity score than a randomly selected untreated individual. If the propensity score was perfect, the
minimum propensity score of the treated would be higher than the maximum propensity score of the
untreated. If the test was worthless, giving no better prediction than a random classification, one would
expect that half of the treated would have a higher propensity score value than half of the untreated
(and vice versa), as indicated by an AUC value of 0.5.
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Figure 2: An example of a ROC curve.

2.2 Propensity score confounder adjustment methods
In the following, four common propensity score methods for confounder adjustment are described.
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2.2.1 Matching using propensity score
The concept of propensity score matching was first introduced by Rosenbaum and Rubin (Rosenbaum
1983). Propensity score matching refers to the pairing of treatment and controls units with similar
values on the propensity score, and possibly other covariates, and the discarding of all unmatched units
(Rubin 2001). It is primarily used to compare two groups of subjects but can be applied to analyses of
more than two groups. The most common implementation of propensity score matching is pair
matching or 1:1 matching in which matched pairs of treated and untreated subjects are formed (Austin
2012). The major advantage of matching on propensity scores is that compared to other propensity
score methods it generally provides the least biased estimates of treatment effect (Austin 2007). A
disadvantage of matching by propensity score is that the matched sample may be smaller and not
representative of the study population, thereby decreasing generalizability of results.

2.2.2 Stratifying by propensity score
Since it is not always possible to find (near) exact matches on propensity score between cases and
controls, one may instead stratify cases and controls by propensity scores. This technique consists of
grouping subjects into strata determined by similar propensity score. Once the strata are defined,
treated and non-treated subjects who are in the same stratum are compared directly. Cochran notes
that as the number of covariates increases, the number of strata grows exponentially (Cochran 1965).
For instance, if all covariates were dichotomous categorical variables, then there would be
subclasses
for covariates. In terms of how many strata to create, five strata have been shown to eliminate about
of the bias in unadjusted analyses (Rubin 1997). An analysis comparing five strata to three or
equal-sized strata found similar results (Landrum M.B. 2001). A weakness of stratification is that you
may have residual confounding. In other words, within each stratum of propensity score there may be
important differences on baseline characteristics.

2.2.3 Covariate adjustment using propensity score
Rather than using the propensity score to match cases or to create strata the score can be entered as an
independent variable in a multivariable model. In other words, the propensity score would be an
independent variable for which the value fo ea h su je t ould e that su je t’s p ope sit s o e.
Rosenbaum and Rubin proposed covariate adjustment using the propensity score in the context of
estimating linear treatment effects for continuous data (Rosenbaum 1983). In our study, we used this
approach to estimate the regression coefficient associated with the treatment.

2.2.4 Inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW)
Another way to adjust for baseline differences is to use propensity score to weight the multivariable
analysis. This strategy uses the propensity score to assign individual weights to all observations resulting
in an altered composition of the study population (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback 2000). The weight of a
person receiving the intervention is the inverse of the propensity score; the weight for the control is the
20

inverse of one minus the propensity score. Let denote the treatment assignment (
denoting
treatment,
denoting no treatment). For a given propensity score the weights are defined to be
. For each subject, it is equal to the inverse of the probability of receiving the treatment
that the subject received. Some analysts have found that using propensity scores to weight observations
is less subject to misspecification of the regression models used to predict average causal effect than
using propensity-based stratification (Lunceford and Davidian 2004). A problem with weighting
observations is that when the estimated propensity score is near zero or one, the weights may be
extreme and unrealistic (Rubin D.N 2001).
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Chapter 3: Methods
Within the internship project, extensive Monte Carlo simulation studies were conducted to investigate
the impact of over-fitting on different criteria i.e. accuracy in estimation of latent treatment allocation
probabilities and impact on estimation of treatment effects. The criteria on which the performance is
evaluated were bias, standard error (SE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the respective
estimator.
All analyses were performed by using software ( version 2.15.2 (2012-10-26), R Core Team (2012). R:
A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria. ISBN 3-900051-07-0, URL http://www.R-project.org/.)

3.1 Effect of over-fitting on correct estimation of the propensity score
The data simulation was conducted as follows: A total of 100 baseline covariates
were
generated assuming to be independently normally distributed with mean 0. The variance of the normal
distributed covariates was specified in a way, that extreme propensity score values (below 0.05 or above
0.95), would not exceed a prevalence of 5%. To accomplish this, the corresponding regression
coefficients
were sampled from a beta distribution with the two shape parameters a=0.5 and b=2.
The sign of each regression coefficient was assigned by random sampling from a Bernoulli distribution
with parameter p=0.5.This configuration was chosen in order to facilitate simulation of realistic
treatment prediction scenarios which do not reveal too many strong predictor variables potentially
leading to extreme propensity score values close to 0 or 1.
A logistic regression model was used to specify the true probability of receiving treatment
simulated values of the linear predictor:

for the

The intercept was chosen to be in order to achieve stochastically balanced numbers of exposed and
unexposed individuals in the simulation. For each individual, the exposure status was sampled from a
Binomial distribution with parameter
. In order to initiate different magnitudes of over-fitted
propensity score models, the number of individuals per covariate were set to
and
.
Within each of these datasets, the sample-specific propensity score ̂
was estimated via logistic
regression on the binary outcome
including all 100 covariates. This procedure, data simulation,
sampling and propensity score estimation, was repeated 1000 times for each of the five sample size
scenarios.
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3.2 Over-fitting and related bias, variance and MSE of treatment effect
estimates
In order to evaluate the effect of over-fitting on bias and variance of treatment effect estimates, we
considered the common case of a binary outcome variable . The effect of treatment on was specified
. The outcome variable
was sampled from a
by different log odds ratio values
binomial distribution with parameter
derived based on another logistic regression model containing
the simulated covariates and the previously generated exposure variable:

were sampled from a beta
Likewise the treatment predicting effects, the regression coefficients
distribution with the two shape parameters a=0.5 and b=2. The sign of each regression coefficient was
again assigned by random sampling from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p=0.5. Here again, the
intercept was chosen to be 0 leading to an expected outcome prevalence of 0.5. By choosing this
simulation setting we assured that predictor variables represent real confounders i.e. being associated
with both the treatment and the outcome.
To estimate the interesting treatment effect , three approaches were considered: A) multivariable
logistic regression model (GLM) considering deciles of the estimated propensity score as adjustment
variable next to the treatment variable (we used propensity score deciles because it is recommended in
literature (Rassen et al. 2011)), B) weighted logistic regression model for the estimation of the marginal
exposure effect using the estimated propensity score to generate individual weights

̂

̂

(inverse probability of treatment weighting: IPTW) and C) matching on the estimated propensity score.
In the case of multivariable logistic regression model, the dependent variable was the outcome, and the
independent variables were the exposure variable and the propensity score recoded into deciles. For the
weighted logistic regression model, the dependent variable was the outcome and the independent
variable was the exposure. In the case of matching, one used a greedy-matching algorithm to match
subjects using caliper that were defined to have a maximum width of 0.2 standard deviations of the
estimated propensity score. The caliper wide was chosen according to recommendations in literature
(Austin and Mamdani 2006). For each generated data sample in the simulation, the above two logistic
regression models (GLM and IPTW) were fitted, matching was applied and the resulting effect estimate
̂ were retrieved. The bias, defined as the expected value of the difference between the effect
estimate ̂ and the true effect , was calculated by taking the mean of this difference over all 1000

simulations runs. The empirical standard error of the estimator was calculated by calculating the
standard deviation of ̂ over all 1000 simulations runs. To evaluate the precision of effect estimates,
we estimated the standard error using the square root of the sample variance of the treatment effect
estimates across all 1000 simulation runs. The root mean square error (RMSE) was calculated by taking
the square root of the mean of the squared errors over all the simulation runs. It was calculated to
summarize estimation performance.
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3.3 Truncation
As we use propensity score to define individual weights within a weighted multivariable analysis,
extreme weights may be generated when propensity score is near zero or one. To overcome the issue of
instable weights, we followed to approaches:
A) Elimination of extreme values of the estimated propensity score by quantile truncation of the
tails of the observed propensity score distribution.
B) Elimination of extreme values of the estimated propensity score by restricting the scale of the
propensity score to less extreme values than 0 or 1. All observed propensity score values which exceed
the respective restriction criteria, were truncated.
In general, it is expected that a higher truncation level leads to a decrease in variance of the estimator
but on the other hand to an increment of bias. Therefore, in order to find the best threshold for
truncation which minimizes the MSE of the IPTW estimator, six levels of truncation were considered
when applying truncation approach A):
,
,
and
For truncation approach B) the following min/max values for the propensity score were considered as
truncation boundaries:
,
,
,
,
,
,
and
.
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Chapter 4: Results

4.1 Effect of over-fitting on correct estimation of the propensity score
Figures 3 and 4 represent the effect of over-fitting on correct estimation of the propensity score. They
show how estimation of propensity score is influenced by over-fitting. Figure 3 represents the density
curves of the true underlying probability of receiving treatment
and the estimated propensity score
̂
for different degrees of over-fitting. As can be seen from the figure 3, if the number of individuals
per covariate is low (<=20, corresponding to a number of treated <=10), the density curve of the
estimated propensity score deviates considerably from the curve of the true underlying probability of
receiving treatment. In particular, when the number of individuals per covariate equals 5, there were
many individuals who got assigned a propensity score close to 0 or 1.
Figure 3: Density curves of the true underlying probability of receiving treatment
for different degrees of over-fitting.

and the estimated propensity score ̂
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Figure 4 shows the agreement of estimated propensity score and true propensity score conditional to
different degrees of over-fitting.
Figure 4: Agreement of the estimated propensity score and true propensity score conditional to different degrees of overfitting.

Figure 4 displays for each number of individuals per covariate (degree of over-fitting) and for a given
value of the true propensity score the 95% distribution interval of the respectively estimated propensity
scores. These intervals were obtained by the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the distribution of estimated
propensity scores over all 1000 simulation runs. When the number of individuals per covariate in the
propensity score is low (<=20, number of treated <=10), the 95% distribution intervals are large. The
dashed black diagonal line represents the ideal value (perfect agreement) of the estimated propensity
score for a given value of the true propensity score.
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4.2 Over-fitting and related bias, variance and MSE of treatment effect
estimates
Figure 5 represents the effect of over-fitting on a parameter estimation. It shows bias, root mean
squared error and standard error in estimating the treatment effect for each number of individuals per
covariate resulting from both IPTW and ordinary multivariable adjustment approaches and from
matching. The black dots represent the estimate of the treatment effect by the IPTW method, the
triangles are for the GLM approach and the stars are for matching. One can see that the bias is

negligible whatever the degree of over-fitting. On the other hand, when the number of
individuals per covariate is low (<=20, number of treated <= 10) the SE increases considerably. As
the bias is close to 0, the RMSE and the SE have approximately the same values.
Figure 5: Bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by both GLM and IPTW methods and by matching, for

.

4.3 Truncation
Figure 6 shows bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by IPTW method using different
number of individuals per covariate and for different level of truncation boundaries (truncation
approach A). This figure is drawn only for
One can see that the bias is negligible so the SE and
the RMSE have the same value. The dataset which correspond to the number of individuals per
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covariate 5, was excluded because the model did not converge. As expected, with increasing number of
individuals per covariate, the standard error of the estimator decreased.
Figure 6: Bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by IPTW method using different number of individuals per
covariate and for different level of truncation (approach A)

Figure 7 shows bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by GLM method using different number
of individuals per covariate and for different level of truncation (truncation approach A). This figure is
drawn only for
One can see that the bias is negligible so the SE and the RMSE have the same
value. Here again, the dataset which correspond to the number of individuals per covariate 5, was
excluded because the model did not converge. The bias, the SE and the RMSE of the treatment effect
estimated by the GLM approach are constant whatever the level of truncation.
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Figure 7: Bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by GLM method using different number of individuals per
covariate and for different level of truncation (approach A)

Figure 8 shows bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by IPTW method using different
number of individuals per covariate and for different level of truncation boundaries (truncation
approach B). This figure is drawn only for
One can see that the bias is negligible so the SE and
the RMSE have the same value. The dataset which correspond to the number of individuals per
covariate 5, was excluded because the model did not converge. As expected, with increasing number of
individuals per covariate, the standard error of the estimator decreased. The MSE curves show an
approximately quadratic shape with increasing level of truncation. The minimum MSE occurred for
truncation levels between 0.05 and 0.10 suggesting the best possible stabilisation of weights by
truncation.
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Figure 8: Bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by IPTW method using different number of individuals per
covariate and for different level of truncation (approach B)

Figure 9 shows bias, SE and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by GLM method using different number
of individuals per covariate and for different level of truncation (truncation approach B). This figure is
drawn only for
One can see that the bias is negligible so the SE and the RMSE have the same
value. Here again, the dataset which correspond to the number of individuals per covariate 5, was
excluded because the model did not converge. The bias, the SE and the RMSE of the treatment effect
estimated by the GLM approach are constant whatever the level of truncation.
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Figure 9: Bias, SD and RMSE of treatment effect estimated by GLM method using different number of individuals per
covariate and for different level of truncation (approach B)
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Chapter 5: Discussion

5.1 Key results and Limitations
We conducted an extensive series of Monte Carlo simulations first, to assess the impact of over-fitting of
propensity score models when estimating true underlying probabilities to receive treatment and second,
to see how inaccuracies in these estimates translate to erroneous estimates of treatment effects. There
is considerable imprecision in estimation of the propensity score if the ratio between the number of
individuals and the number of covariates in the propensity score is low (<=20, number of treated
individuals per covariate <=10).
There are certain limitations to our study. First, our findings were based on simulations which can never
capture the whole space of possible data scenarios as they occur in reality. However, since we were
mainly interested in the statistical properties of different estimators for the propensity score and
treatment impact on an outcome, real data application would have been not useful due to a lack of
knowledge of the respective true underlying effects. In our study we only investigated truncation as one
possibility to address unstable weights as induced by extreme propensity score values. An other possible
option would have been the utilization of stabilized weights. For this purpose the numerator of the
weights can be modified, which decreases variability (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback 2000). Stabilized
weights might reduce the estimation problem induced by over-fitted propensity score models. In our
study, the number of covariate is fixed and the number of individuals varies and it has a direct influence
on the RMSE. It would be a good idea to fix the number of individuals and to vary the number of
covariates.

5.2 Conclusion and perspectives
The simulations demonstrate the problems that can occur when the propensity score model contains
few individuals relative to the number of independent variables being evaluated. They revealed that
over-fitting of propensity scores should be avoided in order to facilitate reliable estimates of treatment
effects. While methods exist to address this, e.g., truncation or stabilization, researchers should be
cautious when the number of predictors is high relative to the number of treated or untreated
individuals in the propensity score model. According to our study, we can suggest that at least 25
treated or untreated individuals per covariate in the propensity score model are desirable to maintain
valid propensity score estimates and to avoid overly inflated standard errors of treatment effect
estimates.
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Annexes

Annexe 1: Simulations when the regression coefficients were on the joined
interval
]
We simulated data for a setting in which there were 100 baseline covariates
which were
independently standard normal distributed. In order to initiate real confounding situations, the
regression coefficients
were sampled from a uniform distribution on the joined interval
. We allowed covariates to have a strong effect of treatment selection or
outcome. Confounding effects are small if the regression coefficients are close to . We use a logistic
regression model to specify the true probability of receiving treatment
for the simulated values of
the linear predictor:

The intercept was chosen to be in order to achieve stochastically balanced numbers of exposed and
unexposed individuals in the simulation. The prevalence will be 50 percent because
has expectation
to be . For each individual, the exposure status was sampled from a Binomial distribution with
parameter
.
is a function of the
(when we estimate the propensity score with a logistic
regression, the outcome variable is the exposure ). In order to initiate different magnitudes of overfitted propensity score models, the number of individuals per covariate were set to
and
̂
. Within each of these datasets, the sample-specific propensity score
was estimated via logistic
regression on the binary outcome
including all 100 covariates. This procedure, data simulation,
sampling and propensity score estimation, was repeated 1000 times for each of the five sample size
scenarios.

Annexe 2: Results when the regression coefficients were on the joined interval
Figure 10 shows the density curves of the true propensity score and estimated propensity score for
different degrees of over-fitting. As one can see that when the number of individuals per covariate is
low (<=20), the density curve of the estimated propensity score deviates from the density curve of the
true propensity score.
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Figure 10: Density curves of the true underlying probability of receiving treatment
̂ for different degrees of over-fitting.

and the estimated propensity score

We can see that for each density curve even for the true propensity score, there are many individuals
who have extreme propensity score values close to 0 or 1. This scenario is not good for our study
because later, we use propensity score to weight a multivariable analysis in order to estimate the effect
of treatment. And in this case, many unrealistically extreme weights would be generated. That is why we
have decided to sample the regression coefficients from a beta distribution with the two shape
parameters a=0.5 and b=2.
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Figure 11: Agreement of the estimated propensity score and true propensity score conditional to different degrees of overfitting.

One can see that for each number of individuals per covariate and for a given value of the true
propensity score, one have the 95% distribution interval in which should fit the corresponding values of
the estimated propensity score. These intervals are non-parametric and they were obtained by the
quantiles of the propensity score. When the number of individuals per covariate in the propensity score
is low (<=20), the gap between the two lines of the confidence interval is large. The dash line at the
center of the graph represents the perfect value of the estimated propensity score for a given value of
the true propensity score.

Annexe 3: Simulations when the regression coefficients were on the joined
interval
We simulated data for a setting in which there were 100 baseline covariates
which were
independently standard normal distributed. In order to initiate real confounding situations, the
regression coefficients
were sampled from a uniform distribution on the joined interval
. We allowed covariates to have a weak effect of treatment selection
or outcome. As the regression coefficients are close to , confounding effects are small. We use a
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logistic regression model to specify the true probability of receiving treatment
values of the linear predictor:

for the simulated

The intercept was chosen to be in order to achieve stochastically balanced numbers of exposed and
unexposed individuals in the simulation. The prevalence will be 50 percent because
has expectation
to be . For each individual, the exposure status was sampled from a Binomial distribution with
parameter
.
is a function of the
(when we estimate the propensity score with a logistic
regression, the outcome variable is the exposure ). In order to initiate different magnitudes of overfitted propensity score models, the number of individuals per covariate were set to
and
̂
. Within each of these datasets, the sample-specific propensity score
was estimated via logistic
regression on the binary outcome
including all 100 covariates. This procedure, data simulation,
sampling and propensity score estimation, was repeated 1000 times for each of the five sample size
scenarios.

Annexe 4: Results when the regression coefficients were on the joined interval
Figure 12 shows the density curves of the true propensity score and estimated propensity score for
different degrees of over-fitting. As one can see that when the number of individuals per covariate is
low (<=20), the density curve of the estimated propensity score deviates considerably from the density
curve of the true propensity score.
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Figure 12: Density curves of the true underlying probability of receiving treatment
̂ for different degrees of over-fitting.

and the estimated propensity score

One can see that for each density curve even for the true propensity score, there are many individuals
who have propensity score values between 0.3 and 0.7. In this case, covariates have a weak effect of
treatment selection or outcome. This situation is not realistic. That is the second raison why we have
decided to sample the regression coefficients from a beta distribution with the two shape parameters
a=0.5 and b=2.
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Figure 13: Agreement of the estimated propensity score and true propensity score conditional to different degrees of overfitting.

One can see that for each number of individuals per covariate and for a given value of the true
propensity score, one have the 95% distribution interval in which should fit the corresponding values of
the estimated propensity score. These intervals are non-parametric and they were obtained by the
quantiles of the propensity score. When the number of individuals per covariate in the propensity score
is low (<=20), the gap between the two lines of the confidence interval is large. The dash line at the
center of the graph represents the perfect value of the estimated propensity score for a given value of
the true propensity score.
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